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The First Part 

  

IT is a noble and beautiful spectacle to see man raising himself, so to speak, from nothing by his own exertions; 
dissipating, by the light of reason, all the thick clouds in which he was by nature enveloped; mounting above himself; 
soaring in thought even to the celestial regions; like the sun, encompassing with giant strides the vast extent of the 
universe; and, what is still grander and more wonderful, going back into himself, there to study man and get to know his 
own nature, his duties and his end. All these miracles we have seen renewed within the last few generations. 

  1 

  Europe had relapsed into the barbarism of the earliest ages; the inhabitants of this part of the world, which is at present 
so highly enlightened, were plunged, some centuries ago, in a state still worse than ignorance. A scientific jargon, more 
despicable than mere ignorance, had usurped the name of knowledge, and opposed an almost invincible obstacle to its 
restoration. 

  2 

  Things had come to such a pass, that it required a complete revolution to bring men back to common sense. This came at 
last from the quarter from which it was least to be expected. It was the stupid Mussulman, the eternal scourge of letters, 
who was the immediate cause of their revival among us. The fall of the throne of Constantine brought to Italy the relics of 
ancient Greece; and with these precious spoils France in turn was enriched. The sciences soon followed literature, and the 
art of thinking joined that of writing: an order which may seem strange, but is perhaps only too natural. The world now 
began to perceive the principal advantage of an intercourse with the Muses, that of rendering mankind more sociable by 
inspiring them with the desire to please one another with performances worthy of their mutual approbation. 

  3 

  The mind, as well as the body, has its needs: those of the body are the basis of society, those of the mind its ornaments.   4 

  So long as government and law provide for the security and well-being of men in their common life, the arts, literature 
and the sciences, less despotic though perhaps more powerful, fling garlands of flowers over the chains which weigh them 
down. They stifle in men’s breasts that sense of original liberty, for which they seem to have been born; cause them to 
love their own slavery, and so make of them what is called a civilised people. 

  5 

  Necessity raised up thrones; the arts and sciences have made them strong. Powers of the earth, cherish all talents and 
protect those who cultivate them. 1 Civilised peoples, cultivate such pursuits: to them, happy slaves, you owe that 
delicacy and exquisiteness of taste, which is so much your boast, that sweetness of disposition and urbanity of manners 
which make intercourse so easy and agreeable among you—in a word, the appearance of all the virtues, without being in 
possession of one of them. 

  6 

  It was for this sort of accomplishment, which is by so much the more captivating as it seems less affected, that Athens 
and Rome were so much distinguished in the boasted times of their splendour and magnificence: and it is doubtless in the 
same respect that our own age and nation will excel all periods and peoples. An air of philosophy without pedantry; an 
address at once natural and engaging, distant equally from Teutonic clumsiness and Italian pantomime; these are the 
effects of a taste acquired by liberal studies and improved by conversation with the world. What happiness would it be for 
those who live among us, if our external appearance were always a true mirror of our hearts; if decorum were but virtue; 
if the maxims we professed were the rules of our conduct; and if real philosophy were inseparable from the title of a 
philosopher! But so many good qualities too seldom go together; virtue rarely appears in so much pomp and state. 

  7 

  Richness of apparel may proclaim the man of fortune, and elegance the man of taste; but true health and manliness are 
known by different signs. It is under the homespun of the labourer, and not beneath the gilt and tinsel of the courtier, that 
we should look for strength and vigour of body. 

  8 

  External ornaments are no less foreign to virtue, which is the strength and activity of the mind. The honest man is an 
athlete, who loves to wrestle stark naked; he scorns all those vile trappings, which prevent the exertion of his strength, and 
were, for the most part, invented only to conceal some deformity. 

  9 

  Before art had moulded our behaviour, and taught our passions to speak an artificial language, our morals were rude but 
natural; and the different ways in which we behaved proclaimed at the first glance the difference of our dispositions. 
Human nature was not at bottom better then than now; but men found their security in the ease with which they could see 
through one another, and this advantage, of which we no longer feel the value, prevented their having many vices. 

  10 

  In our day, now that more subtle study and a more refined taste have reduced the art of pleasing to a system, there 
prevails in modern manners a servile and deceptive conformity; so that one would think every mind had been cast in the 
same mould. Politeness requires this thing; decorum that; ceremony has its forms, and fashion its laws, and these we must 

  11 



always follow, never the promptings of our own nature. 

  We no longer dare seem what we really are, but lie under a perpetual restraint; in the meantime the herd of men, which 
we call society, all act under the same circumstances exactly alike, unless very particular and powerful motives prevent 
them. Thus we never know with whom we have to deal; and even to know our friends we must wait for some critical and 
pressing occasion; that is, till it is too late; for it is on those very occasions that such knowledge is of use to us. 

  12 

  What a train of vices must attend this uncertainty! Sincere friendship, real esteem, and perfect confidence are banished 
from among men. Jealousy, suspicion, fear, coldness, reserve, hate and fraud lie constantly concealed under that uniform 
and deceitful veil of politeness; that boasted candour and urbanity, for which we are indebted to the light and leading of 
this age. We shall no longer take in vain by our oaths the name of our Creator; but we shall insult Him with our 
blasphemies, and our scrupulous ears will take no offence. We have grown too modest to brag of our own deserts; but we 
do not scruple to decry those of others. We do not grossly outrage even our enemies, but artfully calumniate them. Our 
hatred of other nations diminishes, but patriotism dies with it. Ignorance is held in contempt; but a dangerous scepticism 
has succeeded it. Some vices indeed are condemned and others grown dishonourable; but we have still many that are 
honoured with the names of virtues, and it is become necessary that we should either have, or at least pretend to have 
them. Let who will extol the moderation of our modern sages, I see nothing in it but a refinement of intemperance as 
unworthy of my commendation as their artificial simplicity. 2 

  13 

  Such is the purity to which our morals have attained; this is the virtue we have made our own. Let the arts and sciences 
claim the share they have had in this salutary work. I shall add but one reflection more; suppose an inhabitant of some 
distant country should endeavour to form an idea of European morals from the state of the sciences, the perfection of the 
arts, the propriety of our public entertainments, the politeness of our behaviour, the affability of our conversation, our 
constant professions of benevolence, and from those tumultuous assemblies of people of all ranks, who seem, from 
morning till night, to have no other care than to oblige one another. Such a stranger, I maintain, would arrive at a totally 
false view of our morality. 

  14 

  Where there is no effect, it is idle to look for a cause: but here the effect is certain and the depravity actual; our minds 
have been corrupted in proportion as the arts and sciences have improved. Will it be said, that this is a misfortune peculiar 
to the present age? No, gentlemen, the evils resulting from our vain curiosity are as old as the world. The daily ebb and 
flow of the tides are not more regularly influenced by the moon, than the morals of a people by the progress of the arts 
and sciences. As their light has risen above our horizon, virtue has taken flight, and the same phenomenon has been 
constantly observed in all times and places. 

  15 

  Take Egypt, the first school of mankind, that ancient country, famous for its fertility under a brazen sky; the spot from 
which Sesostris once set out to conquer the world. Egypt became the mother of philosophy and the fine arts; soon she was 
conquered by Cambyses, and then successively by the Greeks, the Romans, the Arabs, and finally the Turks. 

  16 

  Take Greece, once peopled by heroes, who twice vanquished Asia. Letters, as yet in their infancy, had not corrupted the 
disposition of its inhabitants; but the progress of the sciences soon produced a dissoluteness of manners, and the 
imposition of the Macedonian yoke: from which time Greece, always learned, always voluptuous and always a slave, has 
experienced amid all its revolutions no more than a change of masters. Not all the eloquence of Demosthenes could 
breathe life into a body which luxury and the arts had once enervated. 

  17 

  It was not till the days of Ennius and Terence that Rome, founded by a shepherd, and made illustrious by peasants, 
began to degenerate. But after the appearance of an Ovid, a Catullus, a Martial, and the rest of those numerous obscene 
authors, whose very names are enough to put modesty to the blush, Rome, once the shrine of virtue, became the theatre of 
vice, a scorn among the nations, and an object of derision even to barbarians. Thus the capital of the world at length 
submitted to the yoke of slavery it had imposed on others, and the very day of its fall was the eve of that on which it 
conferred on one of its citizens the title of Arbiter of Good Taste. 

  18 

  What shall I say of that metropolis of the Eastern Empire, which, by its situation, seemed destined to be the capital of the 
world; that refuge of the arts and sciences, when they were banished from the rest of Europe, more perhaps by wisdom 
than barbarism? The most profligate debaucheries, the most abandoned villainies, the most atrocious crimes, plots, 
murders and assassinations form the warp and woof of the history of Constantinople. Such is the pure source from which 
have flowed to us the floods of knowledge on which the present age so prides itself. 

  19 

  But wherefore should we seek, in past ages, for proofs of a truth, of which the present affords us ample evidence? There 
is in Asia a vast empire, where learning is held in honour, and leads to the highest dignities in the state. If the sciences 
improved our morals, if they inspired us with courage and taught us to lay down our lives for the good of our country, the 
Chinese should be wise, free and invincible. But, if there be no vice they do not practise, no crime with which they are not 
familiar; if the sagacity of their ministers, the supposed wisdom of their laws, and the multitude of inhabitants who people 
that vast empire, have alike failed to preserve them from the yoke of the rude and ignorant Tartars, of what use were their 
men of science and literature? What advantage has that country reaped from the honours bestowed on its learned men? 
Can it be that of being peopled by a race of scoundrels and slaves? 

  20 

  Contrast with these instances the morals of those few nations which, being preserved from the contagion of useless   21 



knowledge, have by their virtues become happy in themselves and afforded an example to the rest of the world. Such 
were the first inhabitants of Persia, a nation so singular that virtue was taught among them in the same manner as the 
sciences are with us. They very easily subdued Asia, and possess the exclusive glory of having had the history of their 
political institutions regarded as a philosophical romance. Such were the Scythians, of whom such wonderful eulogies 
have come down to us. Such were the Germans, whose simplicity, innocence and virtue, afforded a most delightful 
contrast to the pen of an historian, weary of describing the baseness and villainies of an enlightened, opulent and 
voluptuous nation. Such had been even Rome in the days of its poverty and ignorance. And such has shown itself to be, 
even in our own times, that rustic nation, whose justly renowned courage not even adversity could conquer, and whose 
fidelity no example could corrupt. 3 

  It is not through stupidity that the people have preferred other activities to those of the mind. They were not ignorant that 
in other countries there were men who spent their time in disputing idly about the sovereign good, and about vice and 
virtue. They knew that these useless thinkers were lavish in their own praises, and stigmatised other nations 
contemptuously as barbarians. But they noted the morals of these people, and so learnt what to think of their learning. 4 

  22 

  Can it be forgotten that, in the very heart of Greece, there arose a city as famous for the happy ignorance of its 
inhabitants, as for the wisdom of its laws; a republic of demi-gods rather than of men, so greatly superior their virtues 
seemed to those of mere humanity? Sparta, eternal proof of the vanity of science, while the vices, under the conduct of the 
fine arts, were being introduced into Athens, even while its tyrant was carefully collecting together the works of the 
prince of poets, was driving from her walls artists and the arts, the learned and their learning! 

  23 

  The difference was seen in the outcome. Athens became the seat of politeness and taste, the country of orators and 
philosophers. The elegance of its buildings equalled that of its language; on every side might be seen marble and canvas, 
animated by the hands of the most skilful artists. From Athens we derive those astonishing performances, which will 
serve as models to every corrupt age. The picture of Lacedæmon is not so highly coloured. There, the neighbouring 
nations used to say, “men were born virtuous, their native air seeming to inspire them with virtue.” But its inhabitants 
have left us nothing but the memory of their heroic actions: monuments that should not count for less in our eyes than the 
most curious relics of Athenian marble. 

  24 

  It is true that, among the Athenians, there were some few wise men who withstood the general torrent, and preserved 
their integrity even in the company of the muses. But hear the judgment which the principal, and most unhappy of them, 
passed on the artists and learned men of his day. 

  25 

  “I have considered the poets,” says he, “and I look upon them as people whose talents impose both on themselves and on 
others; they give themselves out for wise men, and are taken for such; but in reality they are anything sooner than that.” 

  26 

  “From the poets,” continues Socrates, “I turned to the artists. Nobody was more ignorant of the arts than myself; nobody 
was more fully persuaded that the artists were possessed of amazing knowledge. I soon discovered, however, that they 
were in as bad a way as the poets, and that both had fallen into the same misconception. Because the most skilful of them 
excel others in their particular jobs, they think themselves wiser than all the rest of mankind. This arrogance spoilt all 
their skill in my eyes, so that, putting myself in the place of the oracle, and asking myself whether I would rather be what 
I am or what they are, know what they know, or know that I know nothing, I very readily answered, for myself and the 
god, that I had rather remain as I am. 

  27 

  “None of us, neither the sophists, nor the poets, nor the orators, nor the artists, nor I, know what is the nature of 
the true, the good, or the beautiful. But there is this difference between us; that, though none of these people know 
anything, they all think they know something; whereas for my part, if I know nothing, I am at least in no doubt of my 
ignorance. So the superiority of wisdom, imputed to me by the oracle, is reduced merely to my being fully convinced that 
I am ignorant of what I do not know.” 

  28 

  Thus we find Socrates, the wisest of men in the judgment of the god, and the most learned of all the Athenians in the 
opinion of all Greece, speaking in praise of ignorance. Were he alive now, there is little reason to think that our modern 
scholars and artists would induce him to change his mind. No, gentlemen, that honest man would still persist in despising 
our vain sciences. He would lend no aid to swell the flood of books that flows from every quarter: he would leave to us, 
as he did to his disciples, only the example and memory of his virtues; that is the noblest method of instructing mankind. 

  29 

  Socrates had begun at Athens, and the elder Cato proceeded at Rome, to inveigh against those seductive and subtle 
Greeks, who corrupted the virtue and destroyed the courage of their fellow-citizens: culture, however, prevailed. Rome 
was filled with philosophers and orators, military discipline was neglected, agriculture was held in contempt, men formed 
sects, and forgot their country. To the sacred names of liberty, disinterestedness and obedience to law, succeeded those of 
Epicurus, Zeno and Arcesilaus. It was even a saying among their own philosophers that since learned men appeared 
among them, honest men had been in eclipse. Before that time the Romans were satisfied with the practice of virtue; they 
were undone when they began to study it. 

  30 

  What would the great soul of Fabricius have felt, if it had been his misfortune to be called back to life, when he saw the 
pomp and magnificence of that Rome, which his arm had saved from ruin, and his honourable name made more 
illustrious than all its conquests. “Ye gods!” he would have said, “what has become of those thatched roofs and rustic 
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hearths, which were formerly the habitations of temperance and virtue? What fatal splendour has succeeded the ancient 
Roman simplicity? What is this foreign language, this effeminacy of manners? What is the meaning of these statues, 
paintings and buildings? Fools, what have you done? You, the lords of the earth, have made yourselves the slaves of the 
frivolous nations you have subdued. You are governed by rhetoricians, and it has been only to enrich architects, painters, 
sculptors and stage-players that you have watered Greece and Asia with your blood. Even the spoils of Carthage are the 
prize of a flute-player. Romans! Romans! make haste to demolish those amphitheatres, break to pieces those statues, burn 
those paintings; drive from among you those slaves who keep you in subjection, and whose fatal arts are corrupting your 
morals. Let other hands make themselves illustrious by such vain talents; the only talent worthy of Rome is that of 
conquering the world and making virtue its ruler. When Cyneas took the Roman senate for an assembly of kings, he was 
not struck by either useless pomp or studied elegance. He heard there none of that futile eloquence, which is now the 
study and the charm of frivolous orators. What then was the majesty that Cyneas beheld? Fellow citizens, he saw the 
noblest sight that ever existed under heaven, a sight which not all your riches or your arts can show; an assembly of two 
hundred virtuous men, worthy to command in Rome, and to govern the world.” 

  But let pass the distance of time and place, and let us see what has happened in our own time and country; or rather let 
us banish odious descriptions that might offend our delicacy, and spare ourselves the pains of repeating the same things 
under different names. It was not for nothing that I invoked the Manes of Fabricius; for what have I put into his mouth, 
that might not have come with as much propriety from Louis the Twelfth or Henry the Fourth? It is true that in France 
Socrates would not have drunk the hemlock, but he would have drunk of a potion infinitely more bitter, of insult, mockery 
and contempt a hundred times worse than death. 

  32 

  Thus it is that luxury, profligacy and slavery, have been, in all ages, the scourge of the efforts of our pride to emerge 
from that happy state of ignorance, in which the wisdom of providence had placed us. That thick veil with which it has 
covered all its operations seems to be a sufficient proof that it never designed us for such fruitless researches. But is there, 
indeed, one lesson it has taught us, by which we have rightly profited, or which we have neglected with impunity? Let 
men learn for once that nature would have preserved them from science, as a mother snatches a dangerous weapon from 
the hands of her child. Let them know that all the secrets she hides are so many evils from which she protects them, and 
that the very difficulty they find in acquiring knowledge is not the least of her bounty towards them. Men are perverse; 
but they would have been far worse, if they had had the misfortune to be born learned. 

  33 

  How humiliating are these reflections to humanity, and how mortified by them our pride should be! What! it will be 
asked, is uprightness the child of ignorance? Is virtue inconsistent with learning? What consequences might not be drawn 
from such suppositions? But to reconcile these apparent contradictions, we need only examine closely the emptiness and 
vanity of those pompous titles, which are so liberally bestowed on human knowledge, and which so blind our judgment. 
Let us consider, therefore, the arts and sciences in themselves. Let us see what must result from their advancement, and 
let us not hesitate to admit the truth of all those points on which our arguments coincide with the inductions we can make 
from history. 

  34 

 
Note 1. Sovereigns always see with pleasure a taste for the arts of amusement and superfluity, which do not result in the 
exportation of bullion, increase among their subjects. They very well know that, besides nourishing that littleness of mind 
which is proper to slavery, the increase of artificial wants only binds so many more chains upon the people. Alexander, 
wishing to keep the Ichthyophages in a state of dependence, compelled them to give up fishing, and subsist on the customary 
food of civilised nations. The American savages, who go naked, and live entirely on the products of the chase, have been 
always impossible to subdue. What yoke, indeed, can be imposed on men who stand in need of nothing? [back] 

Note 2. “I love,” said Montaigne, “to converse and hold an argument; but only with very few people, and that for my own 
gratification. For to do so, by way of affording amusement for the great, or of making a parade of one’s talents, is, in my 
opinion, a trade very ill-becoming a man of honour.” It is the trade of all our intellectuals, save one. [back] 

Note 3. I dare not speak of those happy nations, who did not even know the name of many vices, which we find it difficult to 
suppress; the savages of America, whose simple and natural mode of government Montaigne preferred, without hesitation, not 
only to the laws of Plato, but to the most perfect visions of government philosophy can ever suggest. He cites many examples, 
striking for those who are capable of appreciating them. But, what of all that, says he, they can’t run to a pair of 
breeches! [back] 

Note 4. What are we to think was the real opinion of the Athenians themselves about eloquence, when they were so very 
careful to banish declamation from that upright tribunal, against whose decision even their gods made no appeal? What did the 
Romans think of physicians, when they expelled medicine from the republic? And when the relics of humanity left among the 
Spaniards induced them to forbid their lawyers to set foot in America, what must they have thought of jurisprudence? May it 
not be said that they thought, by this single expedient, to make reparation for all the outrages they had committed against the 
unhappy Indians? [back] 

 	


